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ABSTRACT
Sea transportation is important to support economic wheels and equitable distribution in inter-island
areas in Indonesia. Therefore, adequate transportation facilities and infrastructure need to be provided.
With the availability of docks, transportation of goods, services or human transportation can be easier
and more efficient. In addition, Indonesia's pulai coast has become a tourist attraction. The types of
docks in Indonesia are adapted to the facilities and needs of berths and their functions for the island
community. The pier construction is planned to use the method of analyzing the data according to the
water, seismic data, wind data, the availability of local materials, size and layout planning and structural
planning. The purpose of this study is to find out the general shape of the interisland pier structure in
Indonesia. The method used in this study is a literature review on the interisland pier in Indonesia. The
results of the literature review indicate that there are three forms of pier structure in Indonesia with the
most form being the quay form which is dominated by the transportation functions of loading and
unloading trade goods, and the form of jetty which is dominated by the human transportation function.
The shape of the jetty is generally not only made from concrete foundations and deck plates but also uses
local materials.
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The dock is a structure in the water which
used for haul the ships in order to take and
drop off passenger or load and unload the
goods. The shapes and dimensions of the
dock is depend on the type of ship or boat
that anchored. The dock must be planned
carefully, therefore it can be dock and
moor, and also can carry out activities
quickly,
smoothly
and
safely
(Triatmodjo, 2009: 195).

INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is a maritime country
consisting of islands stretching from
Sabang to Merauke, with 17.508 islands.
The distance between the islands
certainly requires supporting connectivity
to support the stability of the nation's
economy equally.
Based on data from the Coordinating
Ministry for Maritime Affairs, Indonesia
has an area of 5,180,053 km² with a land
area of 1,922,570 km² (37.11%) and
water area of 3,257,483 km² (62.89%).
The data clearly shows that most of
Indonesia's territory consists of water.
Seeing this, connectivity is very much
needed
considering
Indonesia's
geographical condition, which is mostly
water (Tedy, 2019).

Initially the dock in remote area in
Indonesia was only an edge where small
ships and boats could docked and
moored, in order to load and unload
goods, take and drop off passengers and
other activities like cultural activities. In
order to carry out these activities, the
dock must be calm against wave
disturbance, so when the port was on the
banks of rivers, bays or beaches which
were naturally protected against wave
disruptions. With the development of
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social, economic, and tourism of an area,
the need for other living facilities also
increases.
According to the Law of the Republic of
Indonesia No. 17 of 2008 concerning
Shipping, Ports: places consisting of
ships and / or ships with a certain limit as
a place of activity and commercial
activities used as a place for ships to lean,
board and / or unloading goods,
consisting of terminals and berths which
are equipped with safety and shipping
facilities and port support activities as
well as intra-place transportation and
transportation interfaces.

Figure 1. The Location of the inter-island Dock
in Indonesia

Progress
in
the
design
and
implementation of dock construction is
very encouraging in the development of
dock construction in the world including
Indonesia. Some of the most important
advances in the design of construction at
the dock are the calculation of soil
mechanics, wind, currents and waves,
breakwaters, prestressed concrete, fender
systems, protection against corrosion and
advances in the construction industry
(Mandi, 2015).

Therefore, an adequate facilities and
infrastructure for transportation are
needed. Ships that were originally simple
and small, along with the development of
technology increased to large ships with
more sophisticated technology. To
support the sea transportation in
Indonesian remote area, facilities
required infrastructure in the form of a
port or dock. This study focuses on the
factors that influence the choice of the
shape and structure of the pier in the interisland coastline in Indonesia.

In the planning and implementation of
docks many factors must be taken into
account in order for the planning to be
made effectively and efficiently. Factors
that will produce forces include wind,
which in the calculation is later
determined
in
accordance
with
Indonesian load regulations, waves that
are determined based on; the character
(nature) of waves especially in the dock
basin area and also on the waterway,
extreme waves such as waves, extreme
currents (very strong) and in particular
must be given attention to the intersection
of currents in the shipping lane and at the
inlet, earthquake earth. In designing the
dock and its facilities the effects of the
earthquake must be taken into account in
such a way that these facilities will be
able to withstand/ prevent earthquakes
perfectly in accordance with Indonesian
Earthquake Load regulations, tidal youth,
especially the forces of shaking (ups and
downs) of large sea levels must be taken
into account as well as other forces that
influence planning and safety of

METHODS
The method used in this discussion is a
review based on the dock study literature
in Indonesia. The discussion begins with
an explanation of the theories about the
dock. Then the factors that influence dock
planning in Indonesia.
In Indonesian waters, including tropical
climates, salinity increases from west to
east with a range of 30-35 o/oo. In
Indonesia ocean water that has a salinity
of more than 34 o / oo is found in the
Banda Sea and Arfuru Sea which are
thought to originate from the Pacific
Ocean (Wyrtki, 1961).
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(1) Dolphin dock; the dock used as a berth
in the form of dolphin that is above the
pile. This type of pier is usually located at
a sloping beach location, a bridge trestel
is needed to the required depth (Halim,
2017);
(2) Quay wall dock; the quay wall pier
was erected with a structure parallel to the
beach in the form of a wall consisting of
the beach with concrete caisson
construction or steel sheet piles. This type
of pier is also often referred to as a natural
harbor, usually located at a non-sloping
beach location not too far from the
coastline (Abidin, et al., 2018; Mauluvi,
et al., 2017);
(3) Jetty system dock; often referred to as
the floating dock, this place is also often
used for leaning passenger ships that do
not require strong construction to hold
heavy cargo goods (Daniar, et al, 2017;
Dwifa, et al, 2017; Pratiwi, et al., 2019).
From the three, the quay wall is the most
in Indonesia, usually for large dock, and
the second is jetty system, which is on
more remote area. The Dolphin dock was
usually established for tourism activities

construction must be considered (Mandi,
2015).
These factors are the forces that make the
ship move such as wind, waves, currents
and earthquakes. In designing the dock
and other supporting facilities, it must be
taken into account as effectively as
possible in order to be able to withstand
or prevent an earthquake completely in
accordance with Indonesian Earthquake
Load regulations. The earthquake
resulted in tides and water waves which
had to be taken into account in order to
maintain safety in the construction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dock structure is divided into two
types namely, open construction dock and
closed or solid construction dock. An
open construction is where the dock is
supported by the piles. Whereas closed or
solid construction is where there was a
boundary between land and sea, separated
by a wall that holding the land behind it
could be as a wall mass, a kaison, a rip
rap, and a retaining wall. Both wharf,
pier, and jetty can be built with one of
these constructions. (Triatmodjo, 2009).
According to Triatmodjo (2009), it can be
concluded that the type of dock in
Indonesia has similarities to the type of
dock in other country, only the terms of
local condition are different, like tides,
seismic conditions, wind power, water
power, and local materials used. In its
construction, the dock was built with
supporting facilities that relied to a great
extent on the types of ships served. It was
influencing the type of dock built. The
type of dock selected and constructed
must be in accordance with the needs or
usefulness of the dock, so in its
construction can spend less expenditure
or in other words, more economical.

Benoa, Bali

Ujung Port, Surabaya

Bajoe, Sulawesi Selatan

Figure 2. Typical Shape of The dock in
Indonesia, Source: Wikipedia
Table 1. The Variances of Dock Types and
Dominant factors

In Indonesia, there are three types of
docks generally. Those are:

Island
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Kalimantan
(Batulicin)
East Java
(Madura)
Papua
(Wakde)
Lombok
(Gili
Trawangan)
Sumatera
(Enggano)

Quay
Jetty
Jetty
Dolphin

Jetty

Fender,
Steel Pile
Bridge,
Steel Pile
Fender,
Steel Pile
Tourism,
Concrete box,
Timber
Beach
Break Water

Slope
Ratio 1:6
Sea Wave
Sea
Wafe
Hurricane

Sea Wafe

Source: Dermaga Indonesia

Wharf or quay is the type of dock that is
built parallel to the beach and can be
made lined with coastlines or somewhat
jutting to the sea in Indonesia, this kind is
called a continuous type. The wharf is
usually used for the pier of pieces goods
or containers where a large open yard is
required to guarantee the smooth transit
of goods. the planning should take into
account the boat moorings, the loading
and unloading goods and land
transportation
facilities.
the
characteristics of the ship to be anchored
affects the length of the wharf and the
depth required to embark (Mandi, 2015).

High salinity conditions of seawater,
seismic conditions in Indonesia to water
wafe, and the function of the pier affect
the choice of shape and strength of the
inter-island pier. To facilitate the
maintenance and ongoing functioning of
the dock, most of the jetties are in the
form of quay and jetty. The next study
should discuss the pier structure planning
related to the calculation of the use and
maintenance financing in its function to
support the economy of the island
community.
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